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Waiver Licenced Jumper 
(Status: 02.03.2021) 

First Name Family Name 

Street 
Zip City 

State Nation
Birtday Hight/Weight cm kg 

 fone number E-Mail 

Emergency Contact 
Name     Fone

Licence Number 
# Issued by/Nr. 

Jumps total 
            Valid til 
last 12 months 

Third Party Liability insurance 
Issued by Valid til 

System used
Reserve Main 

Wingload Airworthy til 

Agreement 

I hereby bindingly declare, that in case of any accident during my skydiving activities I do not 
make any claims against YUU-Skydive e.V. („YUU“) and their representatives. That also 
applies to all persons involved in the dropzone oparation and training of parachutists.

This indemnity further applies to all personal involved in the airplane operation, the owners 
and technical failiure. Indemnity due to intent or culpable negligence is not touched by this 
agreement.

The agreement above also applies to third party claims of individuals with obligations to 
support.

I am holding a valid parachuting licence and third party liability insurance as mandatory in 
Germany. I declare that my equipment is airwothy in terms of LuftGerPV and that it has been 
inspected and the rever been repacked. I am aware that I am fully responsible for the 
airworthyness of my equipment. YUU reserves the right to check the validity of the 
documents presented. 

I am a current jumper concening the legal requirements. I am also aware that I will have to 
provide proof of that by my logbook and that I may bee excluded from jumping if I fail to do 
so.
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I agree that YUU may use my personell data for their administration and may save and use 
them according to the legal requirements. I further agree, that YUU may do so using the 
assistance of a third party, even if outside the European Union.  

The regulations involved are described in the rules of our club attached. I am aware that the 
my personell data may be visable in states outside the EU and that there is no guarantee 
that my data remain confidential. 

I agree that pictures and videos taken of me during my parachuting activities may be used by 
YUU for club purposes. A use in any other way is excluded. 

With mysignature I confirm that I am fully aware of all content of this agreement. should I hurt 
this agreement in any way I may be made responsible and liable for all demage rsulting from 
my behaviour. Should any part of this agreement be or become ineffective all other parts  will 
not be affected. 

I received an introduction to the dropzone and the current landing rules. in any case of doubt 
the German text of this agreement will apply.

Hohenlockstedt, 
date (DD/MM/YYYY) signature 

Nur für interne Zwecke 
Lizenz, Versiche-

rung, Sprungsystem-
Dokumente geprüft 

Burble DZM Daten 
eingegeben/geprüft 




